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Next Meeting

TAPS

Thursday, May 9, 2013
At 19:00
VFW Post #4364
5773 62nd Street N, Pinellas Park
There were no announcements of the passing of Marines
this month from
The Department of Florida
Marine Corps League
However let us not forget.
2176 American Service Personnel including 412 U.S. Marines who made the ultimate sacrifice in Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan

“May They Rest in Peace”
Be at the next meeting of Detachment 57. Remember
someone will be watching.

If you need a ride, arrangements can be made
by contacting Phil Calhoun at (727) 744-9345
a couple of hours or more before the meeting
and we’ll get you there.

Monthly Service at Bay Pines National Cemetery
There are Services held on the first Tuesday of
each month for Vets with no family. The time is
15:00 and the uniform is red shirt, cover and
black trousers. As always your presence is appreciated.

Next Service
Tuesday, May 7, 2013 at 13:00

If you need a ride don’t worry. We can see to it that you
arrive safely and on time!

Bay Pines National Cemetery
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Report on the April Meeting

Report of the Sick

This is not an official record of the minutes but
rather a summary of the important highlights.

Cary McGiffin is on intensified chemo treatments. Reports are he is away checking off his
bucket list.

Meeting held on April 11, 2013.

There are no updates on Bill Chirkis as Millie did
not attend the meeting.

Called to order at 19:00
Officers present
All officers were present

Our sincere good thoughts and prayers are with
them none the less.

Guests

Report of Standing Committees

Sam McLoud from The Department of Florida
was an unexpected but certainly welcome guest
at our meeting. We were glad to have Sam with
us for the evening.

John Gluck: A shoot will be held Saturday April
20, at 10:00.
John had been contacted by the West Coast Division of the Girl Scouts about teaching gun safety
and has conducted his first class with them.

Awards
None for this month

Walt Smyth: As a consequence with his involvement for Homes for Vets Walt met with Jeff
Cavanagh. Jeff is the Director of veteran’s services
at SPC. He expressed gratitude for our scholarship donations passed along many positive comments about our Detachment. Coop will contact
Jeff with the idea of doing a follow up report for

Application for membership:
None for this month
Minutes of Previous meeting:
Waived
Commandant’s Report

The Scuttlebutt.

Volunteers from Detachment 57 ran the elections
at American Legion Post 273. The elections went
well and the free chow provided to the volunteers
was within acceptable MCL limits.

Rose Program:

Paymaster’s Report

Phil Kimmel announced he would be looking at
St Pete College for other possible scholarship
candidates.

The Paymaster reported there is $6440.00 in the
general fund.

Top announced he would try to set up another
Rose sale for next month.

Correspondence:

Spring Leadership Conference:

The Detachment received a letter from the organizers of the Oldsmar Tap House Pajama Run.
They thanked us again for our work and strongly
indicated they would help us find additional fund
raising opportunities.

There are 12 Marines from The Detachment
signed up for the Spring Leadership Conference

Continued on next page
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Report on the April Meeting

Coop’s
Corner

Continued from the previous page
New Business:

...an occasional feature for the
Editor to share random items
with the Detachment

DOF Announcement:
The Transportation Security Administration
(TSA) has announced it will expedite airport
screening for injured vets.

Platoon Honor Man
We all know Top joined the Corps a
long time ago. We’re not sure exactly
when that was. In going through the
archives we discovered he was the
Honor Man in his recruit Platoon.
We found the photo in his first dress
blues.

See the article in this issue of The Scuttlebutt
VA Stand Down
Bob Cannon reported approximately 300 vets
showed up for the Stand Down for the homeless
vets at Bay Pines last week. This number was
down from 600 last year. Dianne Villano from
Support Our Marines donated $500 in personal
hygiene items to the effort.
April’s Election:
Officers for 2013 were elected and the appointed
Officers were announced. They are:
Elected Officers
Commandant:
Sr. Vice Commandant:
Jr. Vice Commandant:
Appointed Officers
Judge Advocate:
Adjutant/Paymaster
Chaplain
Sgt. At Arms
Web Sergeant

Date: April 2013

Top Flick
Walt Smyth
Don Bostrom
Phil Kimmel
Don Denman
Reverend Joe Kelly
Mike Garafalo
George Cooper

Meeting Adjourned 17:30
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Leadership Training
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sion which invalidated previous efforts to defend
veterans and military award winners from impostors and "wannabes". The new Distinguished
Warrior or Drone Medal was also discussed. The
ranking of the medal is under review at the Defense Dept. Veteran’s groups are upset that the
new award would out rank the Bronze Star and
the Purple Heart. Medals that are awarded for
battle field valor as opposed to sitting in an air
conditioned trailer and driving a Nintendo.

A report from the Sr. Vice Commandant
The Leadership training class was well attended,
in fact it was the largest class they've had, with
over 60 Marines and Auxiliary members participating. The class was well organized beginning
promptly at 8 am and was over by 1600. The instruction was broken down into segments with
different instructors covering the various subjects. The periods were 10 to 20 minutes with
time for questions at the end. The subject matter
covered a variety of topics of interest to Marine
Corps League members and included everything
from the League's Mission Statement, Protocol,
Chain of Command and duties of the various detachment staff positions. Also discussed were
Uniforms of the Marine Corps League: Ribbons,
Medals and Awards, and even Basic Internet Navigation, Web Sgt. Duties and how to get started,
along with the duties and responsibilities of the
detachment Chaplain.

There was a graduation ceremony when the individual certificates were awarded, and a class photograph was taken All in all, it was an interesting
and educational day. The instruction was meaningful, well delivered, and pertinent. The relatively short segments, appropriate breaks and brief
day combined to make for an excellent learning
experience.
Attendees from our detachment included "Top"
Flick, Walt Smyth, Don Denman, Don Bostrum,
Bob Errico, and Penny Weston. There was a
"Ship's Store" available during the breaks. The
Safety Harbor Resort & Spa is a beautiful facility,
and was a convenient and attractive location for
the meeting.

Afterwards, there was an "Ask the Experts" forum
and a spirited discussion and Q & A covering everything from remaining covered indoors (the
MCL cover is our uniform and is worn at all
times, indoors and out when "in uniform") and
saluting when uncovered (despite a congressional
provision that all veterans and military can now
salute indoors and out when uncovered), Marines will continue to adhere to USMC standards
to salute only when under cover, and therefore
not indoors unless under arms, per an order
from the Commandant...OoohRah)!

Walt Smyth, Sr. Vice Commandant
Marine Corps League
Major B.F. Hickey Detachment #57,
walt6b34@aol.com

Additional discussion concerned the subject of
Stolen Valor and the recent Supreme Court deci5
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Detachment 57
Selects Officers for 2013
During the April meeting the Officers for 2013
were selected. The elections went smoothly and
by the numbers. But to the disappointment of
some Marines there were no displays of actual
violence and the rumors of cash being exchanged
for votes were unconfirmed.
The selection process was short. Not because the
choices were clear but because there was nobody
left who we could get to do the job.
So, here they are. With all the command experience of a boot PFC, the Detachment Officers for
2013. Hey, they’re not pretty but they’re all we’ve
got.

Officers for 2013 being sworn in. From left to
right are Mike Garafalo, Don Denman, Phil Kimmel, “Top” Flick, Walt Smyth and Don Bostrom.
Our Chaplain Reverend Joe Kelly does the honors.

Commandant

Sr. Vice Commandant

Jr. Vice Commandant

Don “Top” Flick

Walt Smyth

Don Bostrom

Judge Advocate

Chaplain

Adjutant/Paymaster

Sgt. at Arms

Phil Kimmel

Reverend Joe Kelly

Don Denman

Mike Garafalo
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OLDSMAR TAP HOUSE
5K PAJAMA RUN
The 5th annual 5k and Pajama
Run was held in downtown
Oldsmar last March 29. Once
again Marines from Detachment
57 were on hand to serve the fermented beverages and raise
funds for the “ Support Our Marines” organization.

Top, Bob Morris, Phil Kimmel and Lucky Macias are
“standing by”. Typical Marine Corps “hurry up and
wait”.

The race, sponsored in part by the OLDSMAR
TAP HOUSE was unusual in that contestants
were encouraged to attire themselves in sleep
wear (what ever that might be) or “bunny” ears
with tails optional. This made for some fascinating race gear.

going and were able to keep up with the racers.
At least there weren’t any lines forming and the
organizers seemed pleased with our work. As
things rolled on we received some free chow in
the form of pizzas and tacos which was appreciated by our Marines.

The scheduled start time was 22:00 but we were
requested to be there at 20:00 which resulted in
the usual “hurry up and wait” to which Marines
have become accustomed. Phil Kimmel collected
the Main body of volunteers at the Post and
drove them safely to the race site. Thanks to Phil
K. for taking on that task . We do appreciate it.

We got a nice “hand “ from the crowd during the
award ceremony and Phil was presented with a
check which will go towards supporting our charitable causes.

The Roster of Volunteers included:
Millie Chirkis

Phil Kimmel

Penny Weston

Don Bostrom

Lucky Macias

Top Flick

Bob Morris

Phil Calhoun

Mike Garafalo

George Cooper

Lucky Macias as usual was on the ball and had
the tip jars and signs ready to go and this turned
out well as we collected $85 in tips.

Millie Chirkis makes sure there are no shenanigans as
Penny and Top get serious about getting the beer ready
to serve.

The demand for beer was slow before the race
but really got going at it’s conclusion. In true Detachment 57 fashion we got a good human chain

Continued on the next page
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OLDSMAR TAPHOUSE
5K PAJAMA RUN
Continued from the previous page

As the new Jr. Vice Commandant, Don Bostrom takes
seriously his primary duty of recruiting new members
to the Detachment.

Our Commandant is shown receiving a big “Thank
You” from Paula from the “TAP HOUSE” at the awards
ceremony after the race

While the others were serving beer Coop was among
the civilian population maintaining the image of the
Marine Corps. It’s a tough job but somebody has to do
it. Semper Fi!

Phil Calhoun with Paula and Tony the very nice folks
who run the OLDSMAR TAP HOUSE.

At about midnight The Commandant dismissed
the main body with a “Well Done” and a thank
you. Everyone returned home safely and there
were no confirmed reports of any Marines getting
arrested, injured or slapped.
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who has not yet been identified. Joe Kasper, a
spokesperson for Hunter, told ABC News that the
Marine is still on active duty and isn't going to
talk because his command won't allow it.

TSA Made Wounded Marine Remove Prosthetic Legs, Rep. Hunter Claims
By GENEVIEVE SHAW BROWN (@gsbrownabc)

Hunter's letter said he had "visual reference"
from the scene, but his office did not make them
public.

March 20, 2013
A Marine who lost both legs to a bomb was
"humiliated" at a TSA security checkpoint in an
Arizona airport when the agents insisted he
stand up and was also told to remove his prosthetic legs, a California congressman claims in a
letter to the TSA.

TSA spokesman David Castelveter said the tapes
of the incident have been reviewed and at no
point did the Marine ever remove his prosthetic
legs. He also said the eight minute long video
showed nothing out of the ordinary and said the
screeners who performed the screening are military veterans, including one who was a Marine.

A TSA spokesman, however, told ABC News that
the agency has reviewed the surveillance video of
the incident and insisted the Marine was never
asked to remove his prosthetics.

"The screening was done cooperatively," he said.
The TSA said there was no official complaint
filed. Kasper said the congressman's office advised the Marines to make the incident known
through Hunter's office instead of with the TSA,
claiming it would be more effective in changing
the way wounded veterans are treated at security
checkpoints.

The alleged encounter occurred March 13 when
several Marines who were recovering from
wounds were passing through Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport security en route to San Diego, Calif.
One of the Marines was in a wheelchair because
he had lost both legs in a bomb explosion and
had "limited to no mobility," according to the letter from Rep. Duncan Hunter, R-Calif.

Continued on the next page

After entering the security checkpoint, "a TSA
officer asked the Marine to stand and walk to an
alternate area.... With numerous TSA officers sitting and unwilling to assist, an officer then made
him remove his legs, then put them back on, only
to advance to a secondary screening location
where he was asked again to stand, with extraordinary difficulty, while his wheelchair was examined for explosives," Hunter's letter said.
"The Marine, whose prosthetics were exposed,
was 'humiliated,' according to accounts," the congressman wrote.
Hunter's office said the letter is based on eyewitness accounts, but not from the Marine himself,
9
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TSA Allows Wounded Warriors Expedited
Screening

Continued from pervious page
It's not the first time, nor will it be the last time
vets and war wounded have a similar experience,"
Kasper told ABC News. "The bigger question is
how do we use this and other situations to improve the process for screening people—
wounded service members specifically--who don't
notify TSA ahead of time. Congress cannot legislate common sense and decency, a lot of what's
lacking in the screening process, but we can try
to make the procedures a lot less burdensome for
our vets and wounded service members."

Current TSA procedures can be time-consuming
at best and invasive at worst. Scrambling to take
off your shoes and shove all your carry-on belongings into a few plastic bins is not a process
commonly considered enjoyable. For those with
disabilities or serious injuries, the process can be
much more grueling and uncomfortable.

Hunter later released statement saying he has
spoken about the incident with Deputy TSA Administrator John Halinski and said he has no
doubt of "his interest in ensuring veterans are
treated with respect." Hunter added, "I look forward to TSA's action in the coming days."

Fortunately for Wounded Warriors, starting today
the TSA is initiating a new policy change to expedite airport screening. While veterans and service
members currently do not need to remove their
shoes or boots at TSA checkpoints, this reform
offers a new level of comfort and trust to those
who have been severely injured in service to the
United States.

On the TSA web site there are several pages dedicated to the treatment of people with disabilities.
"A passenger can be screened without standing,
walking, or being required to transfer out of a
wheelchair or scooter; however, a passenger
should inform a security officer of his or her ability before the screening begins," it reads.
As screening relates to prosthetics, according to
the site, "Passengers with prostheses can be
screened without removing them. The way
screening will be conducted depends on the passenger's level of ability and whether or not he or
she voluntarily chooses to remove his or her
prosthetic during screening."

The new TSA benefits include:


Expedited screening



Curb-to-gate service



Wounded Warriors will not have to remove
shoes, light outerwear, jackets, or hats

Continued on the next page

This story is from the ABC World News web site
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screening.

TSA Allows Wounded Warriors Expedited
Screening

For an added measure of comfort while traveling,
Wounded Warriors may enroll in TSA PreCheck™, a pre-screening initiative that allows eligible passengers to volunteer information about
themselves to expedite the screening process. To
be eligible for the program, an U.S. citizen must
opt-in through a participating airline or enroll in
a U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP)
Trusted Traveler program such as Global Entry,
SENTRI, or NEXUS. Canadian citizens enrolled in
NEXUS are also qualified for the program.

Continued from pervious page

This policy change comes on the heels of recent
news about service members and veterans experiencing difficulties at security checkpoints. In
one such incident, Tucson News Now reported on
a Marine travelling through security who "was
forced to remove his prosthetic legs and get out
of his wheelchair so agents could check it for explosives."

Current U.S. service members, including Reserve
and National Guard members, can use the TSA
Pre-Check™ service at the following airports:

More than 10,000 veterans serve on the ground
for the TSA, comprising almost 25 percent of the
TSA's workforce. The Wounded Warrior Screening program was established in 2005 to make the
screening process simple and hassle-free for
wounded veterans, but this policy change is a major step. "In recognition of the sacrifices of our
men and women in uniform, we have revised our
screening requirements to allow expedited
screening for this trusted group of citizens," said
John Halinski, TSA's Deputy Administrator and
25-year U.S. Marine Corps veteran.



Baltimore/Washington International Thurgood Marshall



Charlotte Douglas International



Denver International



Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International



Honolulu International



Lambert-St. Louis International



Ronald Reagan Washington National



Seattle-Tacoma International

Washington Dulles International
This Story is from the Military.com web site.

Veterans will need to contact the Military Severely Injured Joint Services Operations Center in order to benefit from this policy change. The center
can be reached via email at MSIJSOC@dhs.gov, or
by phone at 1-888-262-2396. Itinerary information for the entire party will be required, and
traveling companions will still receive standard
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NFL hopeful Brandon O’Brien re-enlists in
Marines following Boston attacks

Hagel cancels medal for drone strikes,
cyber operations

Posted by Curtis Crabtree on April 17, 2013, 12:09
AM EDT

Associated Press
WASHINGTON - In the face of withering criticism, Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel has cancelled the creation of a new military medal for
drone and cyber warriors, instead ordering military leaders to develop a special pin or device
that would be attached to already existing medals
or ribbons.
Hagel’s predecessor, Leon Panetta created The
Distinguished Warfare Medal in February to be
awarded to troops such as drone operators and
cyber warriors who have a major effect on a military operation but never set foot in the combat
zone. That decision triggered broad complaints
from veterans and lawmakers who said it should
not be ranked higher than the traditional combat
medals such as the Purple Heart and Bronze Star.

In a move reminiscent of Pat Tillman’s decision to
enlist in the military following the attacks of 9/11
over a decade ago, a NFL hopeful is heading back
to the Marines following the attacks at the Boston
Marathon on Monday.

Hagel said that while the department should recognize the extraordinary achievements of those
troops the award should not be a stand alone
medal.

Brandon O’Brien was training in hopes of making
the jump from the NAIA ranks to the NFL. O’Brien played at Montana State University-Northern
in Havre, Mont. after serving four years in the
Marines. The 30-year-old wide receiver was still
hopeful his dreams of playing professional football would come true despite his age and the level
of football he’s been competing in the last few
years.

The Veteran’s of Foreign Wars and other groups
had sent a letter to President Barack Obama asking him to keep the medal ranked below The Purple Heart which awarded for combat injuries.
This article was posted on Military.com

However, after the blasts tore apart the innocence
of the Boston streets on Monday afternoon,
O’Brien felt life pulling him in a different direction. According to Andy Fenelon of NFL.com,
O’Brien has elected to re-enlist in the Marines.
The events “left (a) big hole in his heart,” agent
Brad Berkowitz told Fenelon.
So instead of starting a new career, O’Brien will
return to his old one. A massive amount of respect to O’Brien is due for making a sacrifice not
many of us would be willing to make.
This article was posted on ProFootballTalk.com
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Get ready for the time of your life!
We believe that a PLAN is a powerful tool.
Achieving your long-term financial objectives hinges on having the
right plan - a plan that fits your unique circumstances.
What are your retirement dreams?
What kind of legacy will you leave behind?

Cash Flow & Retirement Planning is our focus

.

Registered Financial Consultant® • Certified Senior Advisor®
Certified Retirement Financial Advisors
Member of NAIFA - National Association of Insurance and Financial Advisors
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Purchase an ad in “ THE SCUTTLEBUTT”
Business Card Size ad: $25
Half Page Size ad: $50
All ads will run for one year, 12 issues of “ THE SCUTTLEBUTT”
“THE SCUTTLEBUTT” is sent by email monthly to 50 members .
It is also posted to the Detachment 57 web site stpetemcl.org
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